
Dear L2L Community,
 
At Love 2 Learn we spend a lot of time talking about mentorship. We do this for two
reasons. The first reason is because our success as a community depends on it. There
simply is not enough of us to meet the needs of our community. One day there will be
enough due to our efforts now, however, in 2018 there are still many families going without
services. At Love 2 Learn our goal is to mentor each other so that we represent the highest
quality of services possible.
 
The second reason we focus on mentorship is because Love 2 Learn believes more than
ever that if we nurture each other, grow each other, these efforts will directly translate to
greater success for our clients.  I realize that I am not the first person to think these thoughts
but I do reflect back to where I experienced this concept. 
 
It takes me back to when I was 14 years old. I had just entered a new school, I was assigned
a mentor. This mentor met with me weekly to make sure that I was acclimating well to my new
environment, to see if I needed any help, what my interests were and how she might be of
service. I could tell during these meetings that my mentor, Ms. Flash (an art teacher)
genuinely enjoyed talking with me, guiding me and making any resources she had available
to me. When Ms. Flash transitioned, Mr. Ross, the dean of the school was my next
mentor. Mr. Ross was a powerful mentor in my life.  Mr. Ross validated my thoughts,
feelings, and perspective- which wasn’t always the same as the rest of the world. His
confidence in me, his pride in my growth was visible to me and I was eventually able to gain
confidence in myself as a young woman and a critical thinker. Since then, I have had many
mentors in my life. I look for mentors and I have experienced much success as a result of
my mentors. My wish is that each and every one of us at L2L have a mentorship experience
that will build, strengthen and grow your confidence as person and professional.
 
Yours Truly,
 
Renee Suss Keisman, MAT, BCBA
Chief Executive Officer

FEBRUARY NEW HIRES

Welcome to the Team!

Lindsey DeLuna, Behavior Interventionist
David Tien, Behavior Interventionist

Morgan Scism, Behavior Interventionist
Jocelyne Gerardo, Behavior Interventionist/Parent Consultant

Han Trinh, Behavior Interventionist
Louisa Ann Villegas, Behavior Interventionist

Sandra Perez, Behavior Interventionist
Jontae Campbell, Behavior Interventionist
Sidrich Chhour, Behavior Interventionist
Kenniya Fairley, Behavior Interventionist

Alma Rizo, Behavior Interventionist
Claudia Garcia, Behavior Interventionist



Ana Equihua Tenorio, Behavior Interventionist
Jerry Hurtado, Behavior Interventionist

Gustavo Ramos, Behavior Interventionist
Scotty Simmons, Behavior Interventionist

Sirenia Gonzalez, Clinical Supervisor

EMPLOYEE HIGHLIGHTS

Love 2 Learn is grateful to have such amazing talent. Given our environment, we understand
sometimes you don't get to meet everyone on the team. This employee highlight section is a
chance to get to learn more about your colleagues each month. We hope you learn
something new and interesting about our wonderful team!

TAYLOR LONG

Born & Raised
Murrieta, CA

Job Title
Behavior Interventionist & Parent Consultant

History with Love 2 Learn
3 years

Professional Accomplishments
Since beginning her career in the special needs field Taylor has completed her BA in
psychology with a specialization in mental health. She has recently started working towards
her Masters in special education with an emphasis in ABA. 



Hobbies
In her spare time, Taylor is quite active and enjoys hiking, running, swimming, CrossFit,
kickboxing, and riding bikes with her boyfriend to the beach.

Future Goals
In the future, Taylor plans to sit for the BCBA exam and become certified.

L2L Accomplishment
One of Taylor’s favorite Love 2 Learn accomplishments has been seeing all the progress a
client has made that she’s worked with for over two years. Starting off with limited words and
communication, this kiddo is now able to read and write, even make jokes and constantly
tells their mom I love you. She is so very grateful for being apart of that growth.

Obed Leija AKA Obie

Born & Raised
Glendale, CA & Huntington Park, CA

Job Title
BCBA Clinical Program Manager

History with Love 2 Learn
4 years

Professional Accomplishments
Obie started at Love 2 Learn, February 25, 2015 as an Associate Supervisor/Parent
Consultant after to working as a Behavior Interventionist for 6 years at the school district.
After about year as an Associate Supervisor/Parent Consultant , Obie was promoted to
Clinical Supervisor in September 2016. In the two years as a Clinical Supervisor, he has
acquired leadership and management skills, which allowed him to work closely with the
director team. Currently, Obie is a BCBA Clinical Program Manager and continues to learn to
expand his knowledge in various areas that Love 2 Learn offers.



Hobbies
Obie enjoys traveling, with his most favorite destination being Ireland. He also delights in a
fun trip to Disneyland and riding Star Tours, since he enjoys Star Wars movies as well.
When he's not busy traveling around planet Earth or visiting galaxies far far away, Obie
likes to relax and watch a Sci-Fi flick or show on Netflix, his choice typically being any
Marvel series, Stranger Things or the new Altered Carbon series.

Future Goals
In the future, Obie plans to travel back to Europe. Professionally, he wants to continue to
grow as a BCBA leader and become Director.

L2L Accomplishment
The most memorable and meaningful time for Obie at Love 2 Learn was when his team and
him had been working with a learner who had no language and a lack pf play skills. After a
few months, the parent observed great progress in the learner's language, play and
interactions with others. She called the team “My Angels.” 'That filled my heart because I
knew we have made a difference not only in the learners life but the family.'  

ALL STAR SHOUTOUTS

There's always room for a shoutout! Please take a moment to reply to this email the next
time you want to recognize a fellow employee for a job well done!

Brittany Fleming
Renee Suss Keisman would like to recognize you for your professionalism, forward
thinking, attention to detail and diligence in managing our office. It is very much appreciated!
Thank you.

Kudos to you from Fiorella Hurtado for picking things up quickly in your role and doing
exceptionally well. Thank you for your hard work and continued dedication to ensure
everything runs smoothly. From setting up for the Speaker Series to ensuring all new hire
property is ready to go for their first day!

June Moetului would also like to give you kudos for being such a great team member with
her support to all departments. Thank you Brittany for a job well done today and every day!

Ana Salgado
Kudos to you from Renee Suss Keisman for your voice, your talent, your leadership and
your perseverance in growing yourself and those around you. It is a pleasure to watch you
grow and shine.

Howard Tsernov would like to give you kudos for providing the most amazing and
supportive mentorship to her mentees and for going above and beyond the call of duty to
ensure that The Early Start program continues to provide the “best of the best services” to
our clients and families!

The Scheduling Team- Ana, Alicia, Oanh & Sarah
June Moetului gives you all kudos for working diligently to make sure that transitions are
seamless, maximizing contract hours as best as possible and customer service in
accommodating families and staff scheduling needs.

Isaac Bermudez would like to recognize you all (Ana, Oanh, Courtney, Alicia, Sara and
June) for being committed and passionate professionals who work tirelessly in the central
nerve center of Love 2 Learn. He admires your commitment not only to scheduling our staff,
but also your passion to the delivery of exceptional service to our clients. Thank you to
each one of you and to the group as a whole! He genuinely appreciates each one of you
and is grateful for the work you do!!!

Taylor Brooks
Shout out to you from Miki Parandian for being extremely helpful and inspiring to her as her
mentor. You have helped Miki succeed in her path to become a BCBA and have also been a



support system for any problem that is too big for her to handle. You always go above and
beyond to provide Miki with support and always on call to answer her calls. Miki would like
to express how appreciative she is for Taylor’s guidance ever since she joined Love 2
Learn back in 2015! 

Thank you from Nicole Rodrigues for being flexible with transitions, being dependable to
step up and help out where needed, and for your continued outreach to your leaders for
support while having a positive and open attitude.

Michaela Smyth
Delmy Tanaskovic gives you a shout out for taking her under your wing. Entering a new
workplace can be overwhelming, you don't know anyone and you might feel lost. When
Delmy started working at Love 2 Learn Consulting you gave her the confidence needed to
succeed in a new environment. You made her feel like she had the support she need to
succeed. From Micky, Delmy feels she is not only learning how to be a great BCBA, but
how to be a great person.

Tricia Wilkinson would like to recognize your willingness to step in and take the lead is
encouraging and inspiring. I truly enjoy working with you Micky!

Jackie Vargas
Kudos to you from Laura Lozano for being a shining star and have helping her get the Inland
Empire up and running. You have endured many difficult families and clients and have given
it all you have, plus more. Laura is so excited to have you on the team and appreciates all of
the hard work you do everyday to improve the lives of your kiddo's.

Yolandi Jooste 
Sharon Shin gives you a shoutout because she loves how silly, fun, and down to earth of a
person you are. She sees you on Wednesday’s for cooking SSG and you are always so
genuine and real when speaking to the kiddos. Watching you has taught Sharon that even
when things don’t go as planned (which happens quite often in our field of profession) that it
never hurts to think outside of the box and use our creative juices as much as possible :-).
Thank you for all that you do Yolandi!!

UPCOMING EVENTS

Friday, April 13th
10:30am to 12:30pm

2 type 2 CE Credit Hours-Optional

On occasion, even the most seasoned Behavior Analyst finds themselves at a loss. We all
have, or will have, experienced that extremely challenging case that pushes us to the limit.
Dr. Michael Cameron understands this! Management and clinical coordination of cases
involving severe behavior is his specialty! Dr. Cameron will lead an important discussion on
how to approach cases involving behavioral extremes, such as aggression, self-injury,
elopement, and property destruction. We will explore critical case management elements,
such as coordination of care, safety assessment, and scope of practice considerations.



RSVP HERE

Coffee tastes better in your own cup!

We want to bring awareness to our environment by eliminating the coffee/paper cups in the
office. We are asking that all staff bring in their own reusable cups to use while in the office.
If you have any reusable cups/mugs to donate, please bring them in to add to our efforts of
going green.

We will have these additional cups on hand for guests and clients to use. They will be
located in a basket in the cabinet under the coffee maker labeled “Please Use” and when
done, guests/clients can place cups in a basketbeside it that says “Please Wash.” You are
also welcomed to use these cups/mugs in the event that you forget your own reusable cup.

Save the Earth – it’s the only planet with coffee! �

Saturday, March 24th
10:30am to 1pm

Woodbury Elementary School
125 Great Lawn, Irvine, CA 92620

An Egg Hunt for children with special needs is an annual event in Irvine, CA with the sole
purpose of providing children with special needs and their families an opportunity to enjoy a
great Easter tradition together. This is a one of a kind egg hunt in Southern California that will
give children with a various special needs the opportunity to enjoy hunting Easter Eggs. The
hunt features beeping eggs for blind children, a quiet hunt for children with sensory
processing issues, a magnetic hunt (magnetic rods provided to pick up eggs) for children
with mobility restrictions and a general hunt for kids with various special needs.

MORE INFO HERE

https://www.l2lconsulting.com/events/how-to-approach-cases-involving-behavioral-extremes
http://gracecityirvine.com/egghunt


CLINICAL CAREER TIPS

Whether working as a BCBA or BI in the field, or as a corporate employee, the following are
operating principles we should all keep in mind as valuable ways of being. These are
especially useful when encountering difficult situations or conflicts.

1. Be responsible for creating value for myself and others.
2. Make it safe for each other and myself.
3. Be present = stay in the game.
4. Take myself lightly.
5. Declare that there is nothing wrong or broken - here and now.
6. Declare that each person's contributions are valid and valuable.

HEALTHY TIPS

Exercise and eating healthy will always be key in helping you reduce stress; but
when running away is not an option, here are some helpful ways to keep your head
clear in stressful situations:

Keep a Mantra or Saying In Mind
When confronted with a stressful moment, take a deep breath and repeat in your
head or aloud a saying that helps you clear your mind. Some examples include:

“I am bigger than my problems.”
“I will not stress over things I cannot control.”

“I’m in charge of my stress response.”
“In every moment, peace is a choice.”



Step Back and Put the Problem in Perspective
Feeling stressed is a natural reaction, but try to take a step back and ask yourself:
Will this issue matter in a year? In five years? If the answer is no, take a deep breath
and try to move forward.

List Solutions and Come Up with a Plan
If there is a specific problem you need to fix, make a list of all possible solutions and
pick the best one for your situation. When you realize you have options for handling
the stress you feel, your plan will help you feel more confident and reduce your
stress.

Use Essential Oils
Essential oils are often used to calm and even prevent stress. Carry a rollerball of an
essential oil blend that you can apply quickly and will help calm your stress. A blend
of Lavender and Blood Orange essential oils with fractionated coconut oil is a good
DIY rollerball blend for stress.
LOL - Laugh Out Loud!
Laughter really is the best medicine. A good belly laugh will loosen your muscles and
give you a nice release of endorphins. Remind yourself not to take every little mishap
so seriously, laugh it off and move on!

FEBRUARY BIRTHDAYS

Jose Torres, 3/14
Minh Nguyen, 3/15
RJ Orozco, 3/31

Michelle Hughes, 3/17

Autumn Webb, 3/30
Guadalupe Guzman, 3/30

Diana Su, 3/29
Shervien Kazemian, 3/6

Oanh Tuong, 3/9
Alexandra Flores, 3/12
Carlos Mendez, 3/25

FEBRUARY WORK ANNIVERSARIES

Autumn Webb, 3yrs
Kimberly Mattatall , 1yr

Laura Merino, 1yr
Lauren Ross, 3yrs

Lena Richard, 1 yr
Marcos Lara, 1 yr
Marlee Wier, 2 yr

Michelle Parandian, 3 yrs
Nancy Ancona, 4 yrs

Vinod Gonsalves, 1 yr

LOVE 2 LEARN

STAY CONNECTED

     

https://www.facebook.com/Love2LearnConsulting/
https://twitter.com/L2LTherapies
https://www.instagram.com/love2learn_hb/

